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Keeping Cool in the 
Summer Heat

Many people love to have fun in the summer sun, but the summer 
heat also increases the risk of heat-related illness. Heat illness, 
such as heat stroke or heat exhaustion, occurs when your body 
cannot properly regulate your internal temperature. Heat illness 
is preventable, yet the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
report that excessive heat causes about 670 deaths each year.
 
Anyone can develop a heat-related illness, but older adults, children, 
pregnant women, outdoor workers, and people with chronic health 
conditions have the greatest risk. Here are a few ways to avoid heat 
illness: 

• Avoid the heat entirely by staying inside in an 
air-conditioned building if possible

• Do outdoor tasks during the cooler times of the day 
• If you need to be outdoors, take proper precautions
• Increase your fluid intake and drink before you become 

thirsty
• Wear light-weight clothing made of breathable fabrics, 

such as cotton

Sweating naturally cools your body, but it also causes fluid loss. If 
you do need to be active outdoors, take plenty of breaks from the 
heat and drink two to four glasses of fluid each hour. Avoid drinking 
sugary or alcoholic beverages, as they have a dehydrating effect on 
the body.

The symptoms of heat illness can mirror other health conditions, but 
prompt response is important to avoid serious health complications 
or death. For more specifics on heat stroke and heat illness, please 
refer to the information on the left side of this page.
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Heat Stroke
What Is it?
Heat stroke is a serious health concern, causing approximately 600 
deaths each year.  It can happen when your body gets too hot during 
strenuous exercise or when exposed to very hot temperatures, or it can 
happen after heat exhaustion isn’t properly treated. Heatstroke is much 
more serious than heat exhaustion, can cause damage to your organs 
and brain or in extreme cases, it can kill you.

Signs & Symptoms:
• High fever (104°F or higher) • Lack of sweating       • Seizures
• Severe headache, dizziness, light-headedness, confusion
• A flushed or red appearance to the skin      • Nausea, Vomiting
• Muscle weakness or cramps • Rapid heartbeat & breathing

Immediate Treatment:
Heat stroke is a serious medical condition, so call emergency medical 
personnel immediately if you come upon someone experiencing these 
symptoms. While waiting for medical help to arrive:

• Move the person to a cool, shady place (indoors in front of   
    a fan or an air conditioner if possible)
• Remove the person’s excess clothing layers
• Place ice packs or cold, wet towels on the person’s body

Heat Exhaustion
What Is it?
Heat exhaustion happens when your body gets too hot and sweating alone 
is not cooling you down sufficiently.  It is a severe form of dehydration and 
usually occurs during exercise in hot weather.

Signs & Symptoms:
• Heavy sweating     • Nausea     • Feeling weak and/or dizzy or confused
• Headache • Fast heartbeat
• Dark-colored urine, which indicates dehydration

Immediate Treatment:
• Get out of the sun & heat quickly and rest inside (air-conditioning)
• Drink plenty of water or other fluids
• Take a cool shower or bath, or apply cool water to your skin
• Take off any tight or unnecessary clothing.

If you do not feel better within 30 minutes, you should contact your doctor. 
If heat exhaustion is not treated, it can progress to heatstroke.
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Healthy Recipe  Strawberry-Mango Ice Pops
Recipe Courtesy of www.health.com 

Warrior 1 
Source: American Council on Exercise  ● www.acefitness.org

Prep Time: 12 min • Total Time: 8 hrs • Yield: 10 ice pops • Serving Size: 1 ice pop
Calories: 52 • Total Fat: 0g • Sat Fat: 0g • Sodium: 3mg • Cholesterol: 0mg • Carbs: 13g • Fiber: 1g • Protein: 0g

Directions:
1. Set temperature of freezer as low as it will go. Soak 10 wooden pop sticks in warm water for 10 minutes.
2. Drop strawberry slices into each cavity of a 10-pop mold, bending them so they won’t clump. Blend mango and sugar in a food processor until 

smooth. With machine running, pour in nectar.
3. Pour mango mixture over strawberries to fill each cavity. Poke with a skewer to release air bubbles and distribute berries. Place top on mold and 

add sticks. Freeze for 8 to 12 hours.
4. To remove pops from mold, run top under tepid water to loosen, then swish bottoms in a basin of tepid water until loose. Pull middle sticks to 

remove top and all 10 pops. Store pops in ziplock freezer bags.

Ingredients:
• 1 cup thinly sliced ripe strawberries
• 1 mango, peeled, pitted and diced

• 1 tablespoon sugar
• 1 2/3 cups mango nectar

One benefit of summer is the availability of fresh fruit!   Take advantage of fruits that are in season and try this 
ice cold treat to cool you down in the summer sun.  

Mango Prep:
Place mango on a board, stem end down. Using a sharp chef’s knife, slice down about 1/4 inch from center. Rotate mango; cut other side. Cut into 
spears or in a crisscross pattern in the peel; scoop out flesh with a spoon.

Step 1: Starting Position: With your toes pointing straight ahead and arms relaxed by your sides, stand with your feet apart about 
hip-width. Next, without arching your low back, move your shoulder blades down and pull them back. Be sure to provide stability to your 
spine by engaging your abdominal (stomach) muscles. Take a nice, full deep breath. 

Step 2: Next, while exhaling, take one full step forward with your right foot as you raise your arms up toward the ceiling with your palms facing 
each other. Be sure to maintain your right foot in a forward-pointing position while you rotate your left foot to the side at about a 45 - 60 
degree angle. Your left heel should be in line with your right heel. Slowly begin to lunge forward into your right leg while maintaining your left 
leg in a straight and solid position. Be sure not to allow your right knee to move forward past the toes of your right foot. Keep your left heel flat 
on the ground. Now begin to lower your hips toward the floor while keeping your shoulders and hips square. Push down through your left foot 
while supporting your weight and reach up high with your arms. Lift your ribcage up and forward without arching your low back.

Step 3: Hold this position while taking 3-5 slow, deep breaths (approximately 20-30 seconds).  Now repeat these 3 phases on the other side.

The information contained in these materials is provided for educational purposes only and is not intended nor implied to be a substitute for professional medical advice.  
Nothing contained in these materials is intended to be used for medical diagnosis or treatment.

You should always seek the advice of your physician or other qualified healthcare provider before starting any new treatment or discontinuing an existing treatment. 
Talk with your healthcare provider about any questions you may have regarding a medical condition.

Target Body Part: 
Butt/Hips, Legs - Thighs, Full Body/Integrated

Equipment Needed: 
No equipment

www.preventure.com“Nothing is impossible, the word itself says “I’m possible.”  
- Audrey Hepburn


